1. CPI expects its OEM suppliers providing us with products they designed, to have a Quality Manual System that defines their design and development activities. Any CPI imposed requirement for design or development activities will be flowed down via CPI’s purchase order.

2. CPI expects its suppliers to provide CPI with conforming parts and products. As part of any effective Quality Manual System, suppliers need to have an industry standard defined method to determine the acceptability of the parts or products they manufacture. Any statistical techniques imposed by CPI will be flowed down via CPI’s purchase order.

3. Our organization reserves the right of access by our representative, our customers, and any regulatory authorities to the applicable areas of all facilities, at any level of the supply chain involved in order and to applicable documentation.

4. CPI-BMD Suppliers are required by AS9100 to apply appropriate controls to their direct and sub tier external providers to ensure that requirements are met (AS9100 para 8.4.1). Suppliers shall plan, implement, and control the processes needed to meet the requirements for the provision of products and services to CPI.